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An Introduction for Biological Women/
Warning for Non-Biological Women

Dear Cocky Non-Biological Women1,

Because you were constructed with a penis, the world has bowed to 

your every demand. It has never questioned your legitimacy. This is 

an easily provable fact. Count the number of  cybernetic women 

1

1 Also known as cybernetic women. Cyberwomen were invented by men in the beginning of  the 
20th century to keep their wives pure and virginal in the absence of  an available mistress. The first 
cybernetic woman was built by Sir Cornelius Doofwaffle in 1908, from spare automobile parts. 
(This is where the term “tranny” originates from; it is not an etymological coincidence.)

Cyberwomen had penises initially, because men considered vaginas to be dirty and disgusting. Over 
time, however, this attitude matured. More importantly, the pool of  available mistresses increased as 
a result of  the Breeding a Better Tomorrow (For Men) Act of  1952. Rendered obsolete, cybernetic 
women were repurposed into what we now call “porn stars”.

After the invention of  “porn stars”, men designed a new line of  cybernetic women that lack 
penises. Since real women have no interest in porn, these vagina-clad robots were high in demand, 
and quickly dominated the industry. (Interesting fact: Scientists recently developed a new technology 
that allows vagina-“born” cyberwomen to age–thus the explosion of  the MILF genre.)

Envious of  the vaginabots’ runaway success, some penis-wielding cyberwomen demanded chassis 
modifications that emulate the vaginabots. The resulting product, branded as GRS (the Genital 
Reconfiguration System), grew in popularity, even outselling stereo systems and video-game consoles! 
The GRS industry’s financial success resulted in what some call the Cyberwoman Empire, which 
holds tremendous political influence.

Editor’s note: Despite popular myth, cybernetic men do not exist. They would remove real men 
from the equation, emasculating them for all eternity. Without real men, civilization would crumble. 
Do you want civilization to crumble? No? I thought so. Some biological women reportedly 
masquerade as cybernetic men, but since they are biological in origin, they do not pose a threat.



CEOs and politicians. (Spoiler alert: You can’t! There are simply too 

many. The Cyberwoman Empire has a foothold in every country on 

Earth, and of  course, an embassy on Venus.) Now count the number 

of  cybernetic women who are homeless or brutally murdered. (The 

answer: zero. Take that!)

Since you are technically a member of  the fairer sex, you must 

make up for this deviation from the Universal Female Experience™ 

(an experience that does not vary at all based on other factors such as 

race or class) by learning your proper place. Not a single biological 

woman on the face of  the Earth was ever taught how to fix a car, 

program a computer, or state an opinion. Maybe in a universe where 

Feminism2 happened for real, but certainly not this one.

This publication is for biological women only, who inherently know 

their proper place and never stoop to acting like men. If  you are a 

cyberwoman, this publication is not for you. Lacking the Universal 

Female Experience™, you are not educated enough to understand 

the nuance of  this literary work. Only biological women understand 

the right ways to act like men, and we know better than to do it for 

real. Shoo now! Go away!

An Introduction for Biological Women...

2

2 For those who don’t follow internet culture, Feminism is the name of  an ongoing serial fanfic 
that started after biological women agreed voting rights were a terrible idea. Thank goodness for that 
decision, too, otherwise “cyssexism” may have eventually gained recognition as a real social issue.

If  that happened, cybernetic women would need to speak out against the “cyssexism” of  
biological women! What a nightmare. Just imagine it: cybernetic women standing up for themselves 
without apology! A group of  marginalized women “acting like men” to expose their daily struggles to 
an ignorant group with institutionalized power! Inconceivable.

In reality, “cyssexism” isn’t real, Feminism is a work of  fiction, and biological women are free 
to continue their passive lives, free of  aggression. As are cybernetic women, after sufficient training. 
Thank you, magical fairy genetics! On that note: Thank you, post-human mad 
scientists. This notice required by law. (§23701d)



...Are the cyberwomen gone yet? Of  course not! They demand 

access to every space once ruled by the forces of  biology. But do your 

best to ignore them, because it’s time to kick back (feet off  the table), 

relax (but keep an eye on Jr.), and enjoy (but not too much, lest you 

destroy your reputation) this brief  foray into an imaginary world 

where women encourage each other to speak up, and sometimes even 

show aggression! This strange world is titillating, scandalous, and 

thankfully, a work of  fiction.

An Introduction for Biological Women...
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Signs

Rafters and fences plunged in grime like paint. The little rocks 

tremble under mountains of  my father, and so do I. He lazily picks at 

dirt beneath his nails. On my knees I dig at shoots of  dead plants 

whose names I still don't know. Placards with words like “STOP” are 

the loudest thing within miles, at least until the train arrives.

We reach the land of  broken iron, shaped by grease-covered hands 

like his. He gives me a cup of  coffee, brewed for steam-powered 

people. A child needs her strength to ride behemoths made of  metal 

and of  men.

Before the trip begins, I hide beneath the planks of  rickety rusted 

silo stairs. Peeking through the open steps, I see his smile. I know it 

well by now. A hissing engine demands coal. But first it's inspection 

time. He feels me up and down. I grow ashamed and hide my train 

track teeth, knowing it's time to climb aboard.

Moving moving moving moving moving moving moving moving moving moving 

far away... toward a linear and certain wreck.

In my mind I leave the car. Take me somewhere else. Pull that lever, god, 

and redirect his speed away from me. Give me strength to lunge with tiny nails, 

making him cry. Let his laughter die beneath the whistle shriek. Let another child 

toe the line as he descends his final stop. The motion dies. A sign I can 

return inside my skin.

4



He taught me to forget the letters on the street signs. I forgot the 

numbers printed on the license plates of  every man who took a ride. 

I forgot the name and face of  every passenger. My father even made 

me look away as we approached the gate. When the journey first 

began I didn’t know the place I would arrive, flying past the signs I 

couldn't see.

Signs
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Please Explain to Her

She’s a clueless trans woman. Please explain to her how she 

benefits from male privilege.

Please explain to her she can’t grieve the non-arrival of  her period. 

Please explain to her she’s not allowed to mourn the children she can 

never give birth to. Please explain to her how a nonconsensual 

overdose of  testosterone did her a favor.

Please explain to her how every time she heard the boys in the 

grade school locker room calling girls “sluts” and “whores” that it 

didn’t hurt. That it didn’t tear through her like an autopsy knife on a 

still-breathing soul told to shut up because it’s supposed to be dead.

Please explain to her that she ignored what the media said about 

her gender until she typed the word “transgender” in the family 

letter. Please explain to her on her 20th birthday how she lost her 

family in spirit the day she was born, but was about to lose them for 

good when the word got out.

Please explain to her in the crib, her dad coming in with a smile on 

his face and a hand down her diaper. Please explain how her penis 

saved her from attack.

Please explain to her as a four-year-old girl who just came out to 

her dad without even knowing it, and was raped as a result. Please 

explain to her how male privilege had her back.

6



Please explain to her how male privilege makes men the abusers, 

when she was either used by older girls for sex, or ostracized by girls 

her own age for being too feminine.

Please explain to her when she was eight, her parents divorced, and 

her dad moved her into his room to become his wife for the next four 

years. Please explain to her how male privilege was on her side.

Please explain to her how it doesn’t matter she learned to striptease 

for strangers before she hit puberty. It doesn’t matter daddy sold her 

as a tarted up ten year old, then tore her to shreds telling her she’s a 

faggot. Because she didn’t know objectification until she ordered a 

bottle of  blue pills.

Please explain to her how it doesn’t matter that her dad forced her 

silent with death threats and drowning attempts. It doesn’t matter she 

was the literal punching bag, the scapegoat, the one who knows 

nothing and should stay quiet and listen. It doesn’t matter what she 

was taught, because boys are encouraged to speak up.

And years from now, please explain to her how she didn’t know 

what it felt like to be a target until she signed her name for surgery. 

Please, explain to her.

Please Explain to Her
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Female Problems

When I was in my early 20's, I worked as a waitress. My coworkers 

were mostly teenage girls. Natalia, the manager's 16-year-old 

daughter, was the youngest employee. The environment was 

tolerable, mostly. But I was an outsider. One time I told a Def  

Leppard joke, and nobody even recognized the name.

Sometimes, being an outsider made things easier. As a rule, I don't 

hide my trans history. But I especially had no reason to hide myself  

among a group of  people whose acceptance I didn’t need. I told most 

of  the crew I was trans. It was never a problem, except for a couple 

straight cis-male dickheads and one conservative Christian. My 

confidence rose in this accepting atmosphere. In response I loosened 

the knot in my high-strung veneer.

One of  the trainers, Loraine, had a sense of  humor. I dropped my 

voice while talking to her a few times, for laughs. My old voice 

earned me the nickname "Barry White" in high school choir. It was 

quite a contrast to my new voice, which got me read as cisgender 

even when my appearance said otherwise.

Loraine described my old voice as sounding like a “burly biker 

guy”. “Which is why it's so surprising,” she explained, “coming out of 

a shy girl like you!” 
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She enjoyed hazing the new hires, and she enlisted me for one of  

her evil schemes. I was to sneak up behind new hires and call their 

names in my old voice. The first girl subjected to this hazing ritual 

was just plain confused. She turned around and saw me standing 

there by myself.

“Where did that voice come from?” she asked. I could barely hold 

in my laughter. She said, “I don't understand, how did you do that?”

Dropping my voice again, I said, “Do what? I don't know what 

you're talking about.” She shrieked.

“How did you do that?!” She still had no idea I was trans. I told 

her it was a fun party trick.

“That's really impressive!”

“Want me to teach you how?”

“No, that's ok.”

My second victim was unfazed. She had probably witnessed my 

first attack. However, Natalia passed by just as I dropped my voice. 

Her eyes opened wide and she fled into the break room with a 

squeak. A full two minutes later she returned, her face completely 

red. She whacked me on the shoulder and said, “Don't ever do that 

again!”

A few days later I saw Natalia slouched by the cash register, a 

somber look on her face. I overheard her talking to her mom. 

Something about possible ovarian cysts. I felt bad for her. I thought 

to myself, she could use some perspective from an older, wiser woman 

such as myself. I sat on the stool next to her and summoned my 

Knowing Mother look.

Female Problems
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I said to her, “I know this is a difficult situation. But it could be 

worse. Look at it this way: You could have a cyst on your ovary–OR–

you know, a dick.”

As far as female problems go, that's top of  the list. Top ten at least. 

Imagine it. A concerned mom calls her daughter:

“What did the doctor say? Do you have polycystic ovarian 

syndrome?”

“No, but it turns out I have a dick!”

The horror.

I don't mean to compare suffering. That's unfair and lacks 

compassion. But once Natalia regained the ability to speak, she 

proclaimed, “YOU WIN!”

That’s not the only female problem I have to deal with. I also have 

an “overactive bladder”. My endocrinologist thought it was caused 

by the spironolactone. She instructed me to stop taking those magical 

testosterone-blockers for two weeks, just to be sure. Nothing changed. 

(As for halting spiro: Never again! It was pure torture. Zits and anger. 

Angry zits. And smaller tits.)

I tried prescription pills for my pee problem, but instead of  making 

my bathroom trips less frequent, all they did was make peeing feel 

weird. It felt like a pinky finger twisting some unknown muscle in my 

nether regions, while poking me with a gently chilled French tickler. 

No other interventions helped, either. There was one final option: 

surgery.

According to my urologist, my prostate wasn't located where it 

should be. Its dislocation tugged on the neck of  my bladder, affecting 

its function. They offered no explanation for why my internal organs 

mixed up in such a way, but I like to think it’s my body rebelling 

Female Problems
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against the status quo. The plan was to make a small incision in just 

the right place to loosen things up. Kind of  like gently tugging at a 

baby’s bib. Except the baby’s neck is a ureter, and its bib is a prostate 

gland. As the doctor explained this to me (in less colorful terms) all I 

could think was, “Would you mind fixing a few other things while 

you’re down there?”

After the surgery, I lived with a catheter stuck in my hoo-ha for five 

days. The tube connected to a plastic pouch strapped to my right leg. 

It was like a disgusting Capri-Sun. (Warning: That's not apple juice!) 

I was in college at the time, so I had to wear this thing to classes. My 

testosterone-laden life sans spiro felt like heaven by comparison.

Five days later, my doctor pulled the catheter. I finally got some 

relief ! And a yeast infection. Even worse, every time I mentioned the 

word “surgery” cisgender people congratulated me.

“Oh, you finally got the surgery! That’s so exciting!”

Yeah. I finally got the surgery. The bladder surgery. You know, that 

one. The one everybody gets. So they don't have to pee all the time. 

Worst of  all, after all that torture and annoyance... the surgery didn't 

do a damn thing. I still have to pee all the time. Like, right now.

Female Problems
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Regarding Surgery

This Queasy Weasel of  mine doesn't do what he's supposed to. 

Every time I slap his wrist he just makes a fist in defiance.

“You sure don't make this easy,” I say to Mr. Queasy.

Weasel just cocks his head and smiles–the same sideways smile he 

had when I was made. Given the wrong name. I've been a slave to 

shame since that day:

Weasel spoke up first; he loves to get in the way. I struggled, couldn't get a word 

in edgewise. They edged the wrong cord. Scary doctor guy had the wrong idea why 

I was crying. SMACK. In the meantime, Weasel grinned from the sidelines, 

giggling in fits, knowing he didn't fit.

In other news, pappy's smear campaign wasn't too surprising; 

another weasel into politics.

Guilt by association is my crime, though the association was never 

mine. It took a long time to wipe that smell off  me, and to change the 

sound. Unfortunately, Weasel's still around. I imagine him in a coat 

with tails, barefoot except for a sock, with his pants half  on and the 

other half  off.

I'd love to blame that goddamn Weasel for everything that's gone 

wrong. Kick him in the shins. Make him say Uncle. But that ain't the 

way to win; I've never had muscle. So I just smile to his face–knife 

behind my back, just in case–and pray for him to turn the other way.
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Only in San Francisco

Riding public transit is an annoyance for most people. But when 

you're trans, it's an adventure. Especially when you have to transfer 

three times to get home.

It happens like this. I step on the bus and sit down. Two people 

board after me: a trans guy who's pre-T, and a dykey-looking woman 

with stylish short hair. I'm guessing she is close to his age. I think to 

myself, “God I love this town.”

I listen in on their conversation slyly, hoping to jump in at some 

point in a friendly, not-at-all-awkward manner and interject, “Hey 

how's it goin', you're in the club too, right?” Wink-wink-nudge-

nudge-secret-tranny-handshake. But just as I'm about to speak, I put 

two and two together, and realize this “couple” is actually a 15-year-

old boy and his mom coming home from a dance recital. Close call!

I exit the bus and walk to the next stop. Some dude gives me the 

Transphobe Stare. It's like the CareBear Stare for insecure cisgender 

men. Such an intent stare, like if  he gazed at me long enough I'd 

morph into a normal person. (Not gonna happen.) Then he says to 

his friend, “Only in San Francisco!”

No. Trans people are not only in San Francisco. We're in 

Cleveland, where I'm from. We're in New York. In Portland, in 

Austin, in fuckin' DeMoine. In every city in every state, in every 
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country. The one thing that's only in San Francisco? Ignorant 

douchebags who say “Only in San Francisco!”

The next bus arrives, none too soon, and I take a seat. A man next 

to me complains, “This town is too gay.” He expects me to agree 

with him. Just a second ago I was a freak, and now I'm supposed to 

play the role of  bigot. Because I look like such a homophobe. And 

really, this town is too gay? I think you're on the losing end of  that 

argument, dude. It's not like the Castro is going to pick up and leave 

because one uptight breeder is feeling a little uncomfortable.

“Oh, too gay? We're sorry. Honey, put on a Metallica CD and grow 

a beard, this nice fella says we're too gay. Honey? Oh, right, I gagged 

him and tied him to the bed. Just a moment.”

If  you don't like the gayness here, your only real option is to move. 

Which isn't a bad thing. Please, get the fuck out. See the world! Go to 

Paris! And complain that it's too French. Or go to Amsterdam, and 

complain about all the dykes. (See what I did there?) It can't be easy, 

living in a place surrounded by dykes, knowing that if  any one of  

them blows, the ocean will wash your city away. Thankfully for them, 

dykes aren't too fond of  blowing. I wonder, is that where all the bi 

hatred comes from? And the hatred of  trans women? “Don't suck 

any cock, or there will be a catastrophic flood!” That's a lot of  

pressure. It's like the Bible in reverse.

So Mister-I-Can't-Handle-the-Gays still expects me to respond. 

He's desperate in his search for camaraderie. I almost feel sorry for 

him. He must be lost, alone in a sea of... semen. I also know the 

bigots in this town have nothing left to lose, which makes them 

angrier than your average bear-hater. For the sake of  self-

preservation, I try to let him down easy. I think I’m being clever 

Only in San Francisco
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when I say to him, “I'd agree with you out of  pity, but they'd revoke 

my lesbian license.” It doesn't work as intended. His face curls up in 

an ugly scowl and he rushes off  the bus.

He is quickly replaced by another man who overheard the previous  

exchange. The new guy doesn't quite stare at me, so much as his eyes 

keep turning my way. He wants to say something. Maybe he wants to 

comfort me after the low-key gay bashing I just received.

How thoughtful.

He leans in close—as if  I obviously want to smell his bad breath—

and confides to me, “I wish I could get a lesbian license.” I jokingly 

tell him he'll have to get a sex change first. He replies, “Well then, I 

just want my temps.”

Cisgender people like to pretend gender is an obvious, sure thing. 

They believe that if  you're female, you have this inherent look and 

energy about you that's unmistakeable. And if  you're male, the same 

thing. I almost wish that were true, just so I could have a single day 

that makes fucking sense.

My stop approaches and I make haste. The last transfer of  the day. 

A woman sits down next to me at the shelter as I'm waiting. She says 

to me, “No makeup today, huh?”

On any other day this would be an easy question, but today I am 

not sure how to read it. Am I a freaky cross-dresser, a homophobe, or 

a cisgender dyke? Or maybe I'm all of  the above? I just give up and 

answer honestly. “I didn't feel like it today.”

She says, “It's not like there's any men worth impressing in this 

town anyway,” to which I very wholeheartedly respond, “You got that 

right.”

Only in San Francisco
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Words I am Removing from My 
Vocabulary

I remember my first visit to a transgender support group. I had not 

yet received the Radical Queer Deprogramming treatment. I was the 

defensive one looking around the room saying, “Thank god I’m not 

like any of  these freaks.” Internalized cissexism seeped out of  every 

pore. I felt vulnerable. I tried to fit in, and in doing so learned the hip 

trans lingo that blossomed out of  the 90’s. It never quite fit. I couldn’t 

articulate why back then, and I had no alternate language at my 

disposal. So I kept using terms I knew were broken and standing on 

their last legs. Kind of  like when you lack the money for a new 

microwave but damn it, you’re starving.

Since the 90’s, times have changed. Politics have changed. 

Language has changed. Now that I’m finished with that phase of  my 

life, here are a few words I’m officially removing from my vocabulary. 

Up first:

Full-time. I once told my friends I’m going full-time. They asked 

where I work.

Being trans isn’t a job, and being a woman isn’t some uniform I 

wear to impress management. For one, going full-time at a job means  

more pay. Going full-time as a woman means getting paid less.
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You might receive some benefits to your health and relative safety, 

but they’re conditional. And being trans is a pre-existing condition.

I can’t reject the word “full-time” without rejecting its opposite, 

“part-time”. What the hell was I expected to do in my off-time when 

I lived part-time? Sit around and make dick jokes? Watch Spike TV? 

I have no idea. I was a woman in my off-time, too. A woman in drag. 

Waiting for the pills to work their magic. Which brings me to number 

two.

Passing. As in, “passing as a woman”. Which really means “looking 

cisgender”.
I once was told I don't look like a woman, but I am a woman, 

therefore this is what a woman looks like. I don’t care who you are, 

you look like a member of  your gender. It’s a tautological 

inevitability. There is no “passing”, only privilege wielded by people 

so sick they’ll justify killing you because your hairline’s as transparent 

as the defense they used to drop the criminal charges to a slap on the 

wrist.

Passing is about pretending to be something you’re not. The only 

time I “passed” was when I pretended to be a boy. I stopped doing 

that when I graduated high school. I was never actually a boy, and I 

was definitely never a man. Don’t you dare apply that word to me. I 

don’t care how many stereotypes you think back it up. The closest I’ll 

ever get is “boi”. Bee-oh-eye. On the rare occasion I feel a little 

genderqueer. But most of  the time I’m strongly female, and strongly 

upset by my body in ways that have nothing to do with looking cis.

There’s an exhaustive list of  tricks trans women use to ease 

dysphoric pain. Black cardigans, long blouses, thick foundation, 

tucking, peeing in the dark, vocal acrobatics... I use most of  them. 

Words I am Removing from My Vocabulary
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Hell, I invented a few. Ask me about my masturbation techniques 3. 

I don’t do these things to pass. Just like I don’t get A’s in school to 

prove women can be smart. Just like I don’t wear makeup to impress 

men, or anyone else. Just like I don’t wear dresses for anyone else, 

either. Just like I don’t walk with a cane to prove I’m disabled, I 

certainly don’t cover my shoulders for the sake of  cisgenders. I don’t 

take hormones to “make me more of  a woman”. I didn’t fix my voice 

to sound “convincing”. Surgery isn't the magic spell that will turn me 

into a “real girl”.

I do these things to feel at home in my body. Not to please 

cisgenders.

In the early stages of  transition I didn’t switch back and forth 

because I looked too “male” to live full-time. I did it because I wasn't 

thrilled about the prospects of  becoming a hate crime statistic.

Speaking of  switching back and forth, let’s talk about “boy mode” 

and “girl mode”.

You know what? I'm not a front-loading washer with multiple 

settings. I'm a fucking woman. When I used to pretend to be a boy to 

avoid harassment? It wasn't “boy mode”. That old manner of  dress 

was a disguise. A ruse. I speckled myself  with little spots of  boyness. 

To help me blend in. Boymouflage. It’s like camouflage that eats 

away at your soul.

Last of  all, let’s discuss acronyms. MtF. MtFtM...tA? FtF. FTW! 

WTF?

I hear there’s a species of  fungus with 20,000 sexes. Their trans 

community must have a fuckload of  acronyms. All of  them 

Words I am Removing from My Vocabulary
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essentialist. I disown “MtF” and every other combination of  letters 

meant to represent my junk before-and-after. My body didn’t begin 

with a label. My sexual identity didn’t begin with a letter etched on a 

piece of  paper. I know, because I was there. I refuse to honor the 

doctor who destroyed my childhood with a casual glance at my 

crotch. I am a woman. A trans woman. A trans [SPACE] woman. 

Two words, get it fucking straight already.

The two words I’m never taking out of  my vocabulary?

Respect and validation.

Words I am Removing from My Vocabulary
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Cars in the Gravel

the flea market with mom in the early morning

sun rises but the mind still dark and sallow

long shadows across the ground

light hits the stones

casting flames through windows like a bic

touched by an unfiltered pall mall cigarette

tall people and chilled rust,

the world before we enter the buildings.

Crowd of  buyers, my head down then up top

trim by the ceiling of  shelves

my heart hiding in nooks behind books

boxes with print, doesn't matter what’s in it

as long as it can be bought and ripped apart

nothing real inside, nor sanity

cards of  garbage pail kids for sale

siblings love them like they don’t love me
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picture me: the scaredy-cat youngest kid.

grossed-out pretending to play along,

just wants to leave and dance with pretty dolls

that don't puke like I do after dad’s done with me

tinker toys: bland, blunt, but acceptable

secretly hating wooden links and legos

compromise toys for compromised “boys”.

Stacking plastic into thick red walls

primary yellow hands slap little faces

screaming to leave but can't change back

How do I get this feeling out of  me?

false identity exposed,

she says don’t interrupt my memory.

Cars in the Gravel
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The Wrong Bullet

An unusually tall woman sits on a crowded bus, next to an older-

looking man. She wears an uncharacteristically stylish jacket; 

otherwise she looks plain. What little makeup she wears is intended 

to conceal and not accentuate. Her hair is straight, unstyled, and 

thin. She scratches her nose more than she probably should. Her eyes  

focus their attention on an unoccupied part of  the bus as it begins to 

move.

The man doesn't notice her at first, until she pulls out a ringing 

cellphone from her shoulder bag. Fucking faggots, he doesn't say out 

loud. He is reminded of  his son, who once wore a dress to school as a 

prank. Except he had the sense to leave it at that.

She exchanges text messages with an unnamed person. He assumes  

this person is also a freak. The woman doesn't notice his stare.

“That ain't right,” he says, certain he won't be challenged.

She doesn't know about any of  this, or that he is now reading over 

her shoulder. She types another message:

on my way to hosp now. havent told mom yet. dont want her to worry.

There is an agonizing wait between messages. He glances away for 

a moment, but his feigned apathy goes unnoticed by everyone around 

them. They don't know about any of  this, either. Her phone rings 

again.
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how did the tests come out?

negative. more tests 2day.

good luck. were praying 4 u.

He looks at her again with the same accusatory glance. He shifts in 

his seat and tugs on his shirt. He remembers when his same son 

caught the edge of  the wrong bullet, trying to be tough, and how it 

was just deep enough to make it serious.

He remembers how proud his son was of  almost dying. How his 

older son stopped calling him a pussy after that. How he himself, the 

father, had been the first to use that word, had started the entire 

thing. How scared he had been.

“That ain't right,” he says again, a little louder this time.

She notices him now, leaving her world for a moment.

“What? What was that?” He is surprised by the fragility of  her 

voice.

“Nothing.” A single word that now sounds as dirty to him as the 

word he used on his son.

“Oh.”

She returns to her present moment, cellphone gripped tighter than 

it was before. She nudges away from him uncomfortably as the bus 

slows to a stop. As she steps off  the bus, his eyes follow her with the 

intensity of  a sniper following his mark, until she is gone.

The Wrong Bullet
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Disowning Labels

My identity passed through several phases as I struggled to find 

language to describe myself. When I first began transition, I called 

myself  an MtF. After a few educational years in the queer 

community, however, that label made me cringe. I learned other 

words, like “essentialism”. So I disowned MtF, identifying instead as a 

trans woman.

Recently, though, I saw the shortcomings of  that label as well. As a 

child, I always knew my body was supposed to have a vagina. That’s 

all there is to it, really. But as I grew up, I was taught that having a 

vagina equates to the binary identity of  “girl”. So I adopted that 

identity without even knowing I had adopted anything.

It was an easy identity to take on (in private, at least) because the 

label fit. I played “mommy” with the imaginary dolls I wasn’t allowed 

to own. I fantasized about playing with the other girls on the 

playground, in an alternate universe where they didn’t treat me like a 

freak. The adult version of  this label suits me in the present, even 

with my gender-radical education. I am excited by the idea of  

becoming pregnant. I slump into depression when I’m reminded it 

won’t happen. I like many things women are expected to like. I even 

fit the script of  heterosexuality, in a rudimentary fashion. Against my 

better judgment, a part of  me wants to be a married housewife; that 
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part just happens to want a career on the side (and a girl front-and-

center) as well. Most of  the qualities associated with “womanhood” 

and “femininity” just feel right. Masculinity is an alien wasteland; 

femininity feels like coming home.

These parts of  me didn’t change after I disowned womanhood. 

The label of  “woman” just became increasingly meaningless as I 

accepted every aspect of  who I am, including the parts that don’t fit 

the standard narrative. This process continued as I saw the same 

inconsistencies in other women. Instead of  redefining the nebulous 

concept of  “womanhood” to fit my specific identity, while still 

pretending it to be a general-purpose label that applies to others, I 

just wanted to be done with the whole thing.

This journey would not have been possible without the support 

network I built. I am surrounded by loving friends and chosen family. 

I no longer feel the need to defend myself  against cissupremacy, 

because I have a safe base of  operations. It was within the walls of  

this community I felt safe enough to shed my armor. I no longer see 

cisgender women as more genuinely female. Their claims to greater 

“realness” are as transparent as the Emperor’s clothes, and the body 

of  knowledge “concealed” underneath is sickly and skeletal. (It’s still 

in better health than that of  men, but I’ll leave the deconstruction of  

manhood to those who have more than a passing experience in that 

world.) 

Absent the immediate threat of  cissupremacist delusion, the label 

of  “woman” lost the importance in my life it once held. I stopped 

caring about gender. The only itch that remained was the persistent 

pain caused by mismatched sexual anatomy. Gender disappeared, 

and only sex remained. I briefly considered “female non-gendered” 

Disowning Labels
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as an accurate descriptor of  my reality. But then I had to ask myself, 

“What does ‘female’ even mean?” Knowing that “male” and 

“female” are constructed categories, and that sex is composed of  

many factors, none of  which are binary, could I honestly claim the 

label of  “female” either?

Can anyone claim a binary sex with integrity? Binary gender is fair 

game–gender is a touchy-feely free-for-all that’s impossible to get 

wrong (as long as you don’t impose it on others). “Sex”, however, 

claims it can prove itself  via genitalia, scalpels, or stained samples of  

DNA. It just keeps changing its mind about which test is most valid. 

Unfortunately for scientists, sex is a strange, fuzzy field of  quantum 

uncertainty. Every single attempt at hard-coding sex into a concrete 

form has failed. Yet science clings to the myth of  binary sex. This 

isn’t merely dishonest, it’s fraudulent.

I saw through this deception, and couldn’t unsee it. Sex was an 

overt sham. The House That Gender Built collapsed into a pile of  

ash. All that remained was one simple fact: My brain expects my 

body to have a vulva, a vagina, and in an ideal world, a way to get 

pregnant. That’s it. The rest was emergent behavior I didn’t need to 

categorize. I had consistent tendencies in aesthetic preference, but 

why form an identity around that? Gender became as trivial as my 

taste in TV shows.

“My brain expects my body to have a vagina.” Several observations  

relate back to this one fact. I know there are acts involving this 

anatomy that feel right, such as sex and childbearing. I know parts of  

my body upset me once they masculinized. I know there are aspects 

of  femininity I love, and some I don’t. But I don’t have an identity 

anymore.

Disowning Labels
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When this change first hit my psyche, I felt a tremendous loss. 

Someone I loved had died. It was surprisingly similar to how I felt 

when I lost my belief  in god. The extreme highs and lows 

disappeared, along with the ideological castles in the sky I used to 

claim as my territory. I landed in the dirt and found myself  

surrounded by a simple, immediate reality.

I used to have a faithful guide who taught me the rules of  the club: 

what to like, what to dislike, how to act. But now she’s gone. I have 

no shelter. I have no roads. All I have is my inner voice.

Where do I go from here? Maybe I will remain naked, a gender 

nudist. But I exist in a world full of  ideological kingdoms, with laws 

against gender nudity. I must engage them on their own turf, until the 

laws are stripped from the books. Maybe some day the borders of  

every kingdom will dissolve. Until then, I continue to use labels like 

“trans woman”, “female non-gendered”, and “feminist”, but they’re 

a compromise, like every identity I’ve ever held.

I kind of  just want to be a person.

Disowning Labels
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Stepping Between Train Cars

The shimmying back and forth of  separate strands tug each other 

from side to side. I'm swallowed by the chaotic gap splitting before 

and after. A silver handle offers me the next car. Caught in the 

pressures of  a routine day, I reach for it, but hesitate.

When I was a good little girl–pretending to be a boy as good little 

girls like me are wont to do–I stepped into the next car for fear of  

social standing.

“Only freaks stay in the middle,” my father warned me. Back then 

I followed his steps with obedient feet. But now I linger.

Why should I leave this transitory crawl space? What would I gain? 

My instincts pull me down a different track. I rushed to California, 

but upon arrival I dug in the dirt far from gold. I scrounge for roots. 

Those dainty ladies and boys sit in their cushioned seats and watch 

the sun rise, gloved fingers pressed to their lips in embarrassment. 

They are faceless silhouettes to me. I watch their world through a tiny 

window. Those carpeted dining cars with thick curtains and tiny 

portions? They're not meant for me. Those dapper smooth-skinned 

faces with impeccable makeup? Those matching hats on tiny heads? 

They would destroy me as a cat eats the runt of  her litter. I am not of 

the same species.

I'd rather live in my little cave, anyway. There is magic here.
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Slits of  light flash through the floor in morse code. Secrets escape 

through the dividing line like saplings in sidewalk cracks. Their 

blinking eyes gaze up my skirt in wonder. I find supports in the 

bending frame, my delicate fingers dirtied with oil. I curl around 

handholds intentional and improvised. I find delight in the nooks 

others pass without thought. My ear settles on the ribbed membrane 

walls. I listen to stories about the creatures who live beneath this 

monstrous construct. The noise changes as I pay closer attention. 

The arrhythmic heart of  the train beats through this tiny chamber; 

its strained jerking back and forth reminds me of  a lover losing 

control as I struggle to stand erect inside her.

The door to my cave flies open and a couple passes through, their 

arms linked. Our bodies can't help but brush together, though their 

eyes never meet mine. The couple locks arms tighter as if  

anticipating danger. They progress into the land of  the bourgeois, 

slamming the door behind them. A word, faintly whispered, lingers 

in my ear: Freak.

Alone and again at peace, my thighs press against a lever I didn't 

notice before. My curiosity aroused, I grip her length and pull. 

Suddenly a metallic rumble vibrates through us. The heart explodes.

Space cuts in two.

That silver handle speeds ahead of  me without regret. I watch first 

class slam into the side of  the mountain ahead, sheltered and 

unaware, while I fly face to the wind, eyes open, a mighty steel tail 

whipping behind me.

Stepping Between Train Cars
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